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Review: 

The review utilized the information, videos, evidence, interviews, observation of training, and other 
materials provided in connection with the best practices for the use of Gainesville Police Department 
police canines specifically as it relates to the arrest of Mr. Terrell Bradley (“Mr. Bradley”) on July 10, 2022.  

Methods: Over the course of the Review, the team performed one site visit where they met with 

members of the Police Department, collected information, and observed Canine Unit training. This multi-
faceted approach involved three modes of inquiry: document, video and photograph reviews, interviews, 
and direct observations.  

The team reviewed departmental General Order 1.5 “Response to Resistance,” Patrol Support Canine Unit 
Manual (Revised November 2019), specifically Section 9G and Section 11, incident report, arrest report, 
Use of Force Report, Body Worn Camera (BWC) videos, and photographs related to case number 02-22-
010201. The Canine training logs, certification, 2021/2022 Use of Force reports for canine apprehensions, 
and the 2021 and 2022 (January to June) Canine Bite ratios were also reviewed. 
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Eight interviews were conducted with key departmental personnel and a Canine Unit training session was 
observed. This was designed to gain additional information, an understanding, and context of information 
being reviewed.  

Executive Summary of the scope of the Review:  

1. Review of the incident and actions taken by the Gainesville Police Department in the 
apprehension and arrest of Mr. Terrell Bradley on July 10, 2022, at approximately 11:24 PM, at 
Eden Park Apartments, 1330 NE 39th Avenue, Gainesville, Florida, reference report number 02-
22-010201.  

2. Provide an assessment of the utilization of the canine team during this incident, Corporal. Josh 
Meurer and K-9 Ranger and evaluate their performance in their Response to Resistance.  

3. Review Gainesville Police Department General Order 1.5 “Response to Resistance”.  
4. Review the Gainesville Police Department’s Patrol Support Bureau Canine Unit Manual 

(Revised: November 2019), specifically Section 9G and Section 11 and identify any perceived 
deficiencies.  

5. Determine whether the Gainesville Police Department’s policies and procedures regarding the 
responses to resistance, and use of Canine Officers in particular, meets law enforcement 
industry standards.  

Details of the Review: 

Details of the incident and actions taken by the Gainesville Police Department in the apprehension and 
arrest of Mr. Terrell Bradley on July 10, 2022, at approximately 11:24 PM, at Eden Park Apartments, 
1330 NE 39th Avenue, Gainesville, Florida, reference report number 02-22-010201.  

Traffic Stop: 

At 22:39 Gainesville police officer A.C. Milman, in uniform and in a marked police vehicle with emergency 
equipment, attempted to stop a red Chrysler 300 driven by Mr. Terrell Bradley at 3501 NE 15th Street, 
Sweetwater Square Apartments, for failure to make a complete stop when turning right on to NE 15th 
Street. With Officer Milman’s emergency lights activated the red Chrysler 300 vehicle slowed down but 
did not come to a complete stop until going into the Eden Park Apartments at 1330 NE 39th Avenue. 

Video showing the Sweetwater Square Apartments parking area leading out to NE 15th Street supports 
Officer Milman stopping Mr. Bradley’s vehicle as documented in the incident/investigation 02-22-010201.  

After Mr. Bradley finally stopped his vehicle, Officer Milman contacted Mr. Bradley (sole occupant and 
driver of the vehicle). He immediately observed a clear plastic bag of cannabis in plain view on the center 
console. As he was talking to Mr. Bradley, he observed Mr. Bradley repeatedly reaching down with his 
right hand under his right leg in the direction of under the right front seat. Fearing Mr. Bradley was placing 
a gun under the seat, Officer Milman asked him to step out of the car. When Mr. Bradley exited the 
vehicle, Mr. Bradley began to physically resist Officer Milman by tensing and not complying with 
commands.  Mr. Bradley subsequently broke free from Officer Milman’s attempted physical control and 
fled on foot. Officer Milman gave chase and repeatedly yelled for him to stop. 
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Utilization of a K9 Team to Search: 

Officer Milman’s Body Worn Camera (BWC) had a delay in voice recording. At the point of the initial 
engagement with Mr. Bradley, the video feed showed a low-key discussion between Officer Milman and 
Mr. Bradley. The sound engages and Officer Milman is heard advising Mr. Bradley “You act nervous, hop 
out for me.” At 22:53 on BWC video after the foot chase, Officer Milman returned to his vehicle and Mr. 
Bradley’s vehicle. Two GPD officers were processing the vehicle. In a spontaneous statement Officer 
Milman advised Officer Ripley that he (Mr. Bradley) kept reaching under the seat like there was a gun 
there. Officer Ripley replied: “There was!” Officer Milman then advised that he didn’t leave him in the 
vehicle so he could pull a gun out. 

 Facts leading to request of K9: 

• Officer Milman observed cannabis in plain view in the vehicle. 

• Officer Milman observed activity that led him to believe Mr. Bradley had placed something 
under the front seat that might have been under his shirt. 

• While Officer Bradley trying to “pat him down,” Mr. Terrell Bradley used his right arm to elbow 
strike the side of  and fled on foot (Officer Milman’s BWC). 

• Officer Milman was shown Mr. Bradley’s driver’s license and positively identified him as the 
driver who had fled on foot (Officer Milman’s BWC). 

• The vehicle was registered to Mr. Bradley. 

• Ammunition was located in the trunk of Mr. Bradley’s vehicle, further supporting that Mr. 
Bradley had a gun (Officer Milman’s BWC). 

• A gun was located under the front seat where Officer Milman had observed Mr. Bradley 
reaching with his hand. The gun was reported stolen on 10/6/2021 under GPD case number 
2-21-014267. The gun had an extended magazine. 

• A Teletype record check indicated Mr. Bradley was convicted of felony robbery 10/21/2010 
court case number 012010CF002625A. 

• Officers Marshall and Theopin pursued on foot, losing sight of Mr. Bradley after turning from 
a breezeway into a parking area of the apartments. Officers Marshall and Theopin yelled 
numerous times for Mr. Bradley to stop but the commands were ignored (Officer Milman’s 
BWC). 

• A perimeter was established and Officers Marshall and Theopin initiated a search for Mr. 
Bradley in the area where he was last seen. They talked with a resident who advised she did 
not see Mr. Bradley. They checked the bushes where Mr. Bradley was hiding utilizing their 
flashlights but did not see him. The conversations between the officers clearly showed they 
did not know where he was hiding, and they thought he was still nearby. (Officer Milman’s 
BWC). 

• Officers Marshall and Theopin then stood about 20-30 feet away from where Mr. Bradley was 
hiding until Cpl. Meurer arrived (Officer Milman’s BWC). 

GPD Sergeant (Sgt) Brett Kikendall was the on-scene supervisor. He responded and ensured a perimeter 
was established to contain the fleeing subject (Mr. Bradley). He advised there was no on-duty Canine 
Team at that time. He was fully aware of the protocols for utilization of a Canine Team to conduct a search. 
After gathering all the information provided above at 22:56 (his discussion with Officers Marshall and 
Theopin is heard on Officer Theopin’s BWC) he makes the decision to call out a Canine Team. At this point 
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in time, 17 minutes after the traffic stop by Officer Milman, Sgt. Kikendall clearly considered all the 
information at hand; that a convicted felon with a history of involvement in violent crimes and in 
possession of a stolen gun, had fled from Officer Milman on foot into the Eden Park apartment complex 
and was possibly hiding in the area. This represented a significant threat to citizens and officers.  Captain 
Victoria Young (Operations Commander for the area) during her interview advised that GPD has been 
experiencing a significant increase in shootings at the Sweetwater Square Apartments, from where Mr. 
Bradley was initially observed leaving in his vehicle. 

K9 Team Search: 

Corporal (Cpl.) Josh Meurer and K9 Ranger responded to the Eden Park Apartment complex and arrived 
at 23:24 which was adjacent to the last known location where Mr. Bradley was last seen during the foot 
chase. Unbeknownst to Cpl. Meurer at the time, he parked the marked police canine vehicle within 30 
feet of where Mr. Bradley was hiding in bushes against the wall of a building.  

Cpl. Meurer was briefed by officers Marshall, Theopin and Sgt. Kikendall as to facts of the incident and the 
last known location of Mr. Bradley. The Canine Team would be conducting a search for a possible armed 
felon (it was unknown if Mr. Bradley possessed more than one weapon) with a history of arrests including 
a prior conviction of robbery.  Cpl. Meurer decided to have Officer Marshall provide backup to him as he 
conducted the search. Cpl. Meurer briefed Officer Marshall on how to work as a backup without 
interfering with the canine’s track/search. Cpl. Meurer utilized an approximate 15- foot lead (leash) length 
to conduct the track/search. This length lead is common practice for K9 Teams to optimize officer safety. 

The parking area was fairly-well lighted with shadows cast about depending on trees and other 
obstructions. The lighting between the buildings was poor and very difficult to see. There were numerous 
vehicles parked throughout the parking area (see photos). 

The weather for Gainesville (wunderground.com history) was in the high 70’s, very humid and had a south 
wind, approximately 2mph (July 10, 2022). Weather has an impact on canine tracks/searches. The high 
heat and humidity create more odor from a suspect who has been running and remains in an elevated 
state while hiding to avoid capture. Wind will push the odor thereby creating a scent cone that a dog will 
identify and work to source. A dog may recognize a scent hundreds of feet from where a subject is hiding, 
thus the dog needs to follow the scent until the person is located.  

Buildings, trees, and other factors can disrupt and change the wind direction, thus affecting the dog’s 
movement trying to find the source. A 2mph wind speed is negligible (calm) and having little impact on 
the scent. There were two air conditioning condenser units at the end of the wall next to the bushes where 
Mr. Bradley was hiding. As those units went on, they very possibly sucked some of Mr. Bradley’s scent out 
of the bushes and scattered it about the area.  

Mr. Bradley was wearing camouflage long pants and a dark shirt which assisted to further conceal him 
while laying down within the bushes. His feet were facing the parking lot and his head was along the wall 
towards the interior of the apartment complex.   

At 23:24 the Canine Team started working to the south towards and along the fence at the back of the 
parking lot looking for a possible track of Mr. Bradley. After turning back to the north, K9 Ranger appeared 
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to pick up a scent (possibly Mr. Bradley’s) in the parking lot and began working back north and towards 
the apartment complex. As they moved further north, K9 Ranger followed the scent to the end of the 
bushes where Mr. Bradley was hiding which was in the direction of the parking lot. He continued into the 
area of the air conditioning condensers and turned around as the air appeared to swirl around the area. 
He moved back towards the bushes and attempted to go between the bushes and the wall (this would 
have brought K9 Ranger in contact with Mr. Bradley’s shoes first); this was less than 6-8 feet from Mr. 
Bradley. K9 Ranger appeared to be blocked by the branches of the bushes, then proceeded outside the 
bushes and towards the other side or possibly further into the courtyard of the apartments. 

The Apprehension: 

K9 Ranger was observed turning left into the bushes where Cpl. Meurer closed his distance. Within 
seconds (at 23:27:14 Cpl. Meurer’s BWC) K9 Ranger is heard engaging something, Cpl. Meurer blurts “Hey” 
and then Mr. Bradley started moaning loudly.  Cpl. Meurer then stepped into the bushes, turning on his 
flashlight stating, “show me your hands, show me your hands” and “come out to me, come out to me”. 
Cpl. Meurer could not see Mr. Bradley or his hands clearly, even with the flashlight on. At that point, it 
could not be determined if Mr. Bradley had a weapon. Mr.  Bradley did not follow the commands and the 
dog stayed engaged. At that point, Cpl. Meurer and other officers nearby did not know the extent of any 
injuries to Mr. Bradley.  

The officer’s safety is very diminished until a potentially armed subject is fully in control (hands handcuffed 
or out prone on the ground not moving with hands clearly visible). It has been shown that canine handlers 
and dogs have been seriously wounded or killed at this point in an apprehension.  

It should be noted that Cpl. Meurer did not have his flashlight on as he tracked/searched. This is a common 
tactical action in-order to keep an armed suspect from having a clear target to shoot during night 
operations.  

When Mr. Bradley did not exit the bushes as commanded, at 23:27:36 Officers Ripley and Marshall 
entered the bushes to take control of Mr. Bradley by handcuffing him. Mr. Bradley continued to scream 
“You got me Bro, I’m done” and ‘Get your dog bro, get your dog”. K9 Ranger is observed (23:27:40 Officer 
Marshall’s BWC) holding on to Mr. Bradley’s right hand and Mr. Bradley is lying on his right side. Mr. 
Bradley is heard stating at 23:27:50 “You got my finger; you got my finger”. This is the first indication of a 
type of bite/injury. 

Officer Marshall and Officer Ripley appear to have physical control of Mr. Bradley, although he is not 
handcuffed at this point. Cpl. Meurer utilizes a breaker bar to release K9 Ranger’s hold on Mr. Bradley 
(23:27:47 Cpl. Meurer’s BWC). K9 Ranger is pulled back and remains in position until Mr. Bradley is 
handcuffed. 

Timeline once K9 Ranger engaged Mr. Bradley: 

• 23:28:05 Officer Marshall advises Mr. Bradley to put his arms behind his back (Officer Marshall 
BWC). 

• 23:28:10 Mr. Bradley is not complying with commands and Officer Marshall continues to tell him 
to move his arms behind his back (Officer Marshall BWC). 
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• 23:28:10 Officer Marshall strikes Mr. Bradley with a closed fist twice in the back to gain 
compliance with handcuffing commands (Officer Theopin BWC). 

• 23:28:11 Mr. Bradley is face down and his eye cannot be seen yet. Mr. Bradley is heard stating 
“Your dog ripped my eye; your dog ripped my eye”. This was the first indication of the eye injury. 
(Officer Marshall BWC). 

• 23:28:22 Officer Marshall again tells Mr. Bradley, “Give me your arm” (Officer Marshall BWC). 

• 23:28:29 Officer Marshall is still struggling with Mr. Bradley to get him handcuffed while in the 
bushes when he asks for Emergency Medical Services (EMS) to be called (Officer Marshall BWC). 

• 23:28:46 Mr. Bradley is finally handcuffed. He continues to complain about his eye being ripped 
out (Officer Marshall BWC). 

• 23:29:23 Officer Marshall states “We need EMS now; his eye is out” (Officer Marshall BWC). 

• 23:29:50 Officers sit Mr. Bradley up to help get him out of the bushes (Officer Marshall BWC). 

• 23:30:00 Officers stand up Mr. Bradley, help him though the bushes and walk him to the curb. 
They sit him down and have him rest his head on Officer Theopin’s leg. They advise him the 
ambulance is coming (Officer Marshall BWC). 

Injuries/Medical Treatment: 

Mr. Bradley incurred his right eye popping out of the socket, and still attached (possibly by the optic nerve) 
resting on his right cheek below the right eye socket (BWCs and scene photos). There is extensive damage 
to the eyeball (photo from hospital). In addition, according to the Use of Force Report, Mr. Bradley had a 
laceration on his face that is observed just below his left eye (Officer Ripley’s BWC).  

Sergeant Charles Owens advised in his interview that he observed about a 1- inch laceration on the right 
rear of Mr. Bradley’s head while at Shand’s Trauma Center. Upon reviewing video, (Theopin BWC) there 
does appear to be an injury in the right rear of Mr. Bradley’s head. Blood can be seen on the rear and right 
side of his head towards the back of the right ear.  

The officers on scene requested EMS even before having him totally under control in handcuffs (Marshall 
BWC). Upon observing the seriousness of Mr. Bradley’s eye injury, the officers were empathetic and 
provided support and assistance to him. They emphasized the need for EMS and after handcuffing him, 
assisted him out of the bushes and out to the curb. While waiting for EMS, they moved police vehicles to 
facilitate EMS gaining fast access to him. He was transported to Shand’s Trauma Unit for initial treatment. 
It was then determined the Tampa General Eye Specialist would be the best course of treatment and that 
transfer was facilitated.  Lieutenant Ariel Lugo advised that there was a lengthy time before Mr. Bradley 
was transported to Tampa General.  

Mr. Bradley: 

Mr. Bradley failed to properly stop before turning on to NE 15 Street.  As a convicted felon, the possession 
of a firearm, is a felony violation.  The possession of cannabis is also an arrestable offense. Mr. Bradley 
made the decision to flee and attempt to escape a police officer. He had multiple opportunities to give up 
while running or after hiding in the bushes. He refused to comply with any commands to stop, surrender 
to police or be handcuffed. He was wearing clothing that further aided to conceal himself and making it 
more difficult for officers to see him in his chosen place of hiding, clearly in the desire to avoid capture. 
Mr. Bradley was laying on the ground with his head towards the opening of the bushes away from the 
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parking lot.  As K9 Ranger followed the scent and due to Mr. Bradley’s position, K9 Ranger could only 
approach Mr. Bradley from his head position.  This put Mr. Bradley’s head/face at the point of initial 
contact as K9 Ranger followed the scent entering the bushes resulting in an unintentional bite. 

At the point Cpl. Meurer started working K9 Ranger in search of Mr. Bradley, K9 Ranger barked loudly, 
several times, while within several feet of Mr. Bradley. Even as K9 Ranger (the dogs strong breathing can 
be heard on video - Theopin BWC) was following the scent adjacent to where Mr. Bradley was hiding, Mr. 
Bradley did not speak up until the dog entered the bushes and apparently grabbed him. The eye injury 
most likely occurred in the first moments of the encounter, as BWC indicates K9 Ranger had his right 
hand/fingers for the final 20-30 seconds. 

Assessment of the initial stop and the utilization of the canine team in this incident:  

Officer Milman witnessed a valid traffic violation supported by video. He articulated to Mr. Bradley why 
he asked Mr. Bradley to exit the vehicle. Officer Milman followed law enforcement industry standards and 
was fully in compliance with GPD policy and protocols. The Sworn Complaint Form indicated Mr. Bradley 
“running a stop sign”, this was an error. The appropriate violation to be cited is Florida Statute 316.125 
“Vehicle entering highway from private road or driveway or emerging from alley, driveway or building”. 

The utilization of a Canine Team to search for Mr. Bradley was well within law enforcement industry 
standards and in compliance with GPD policy and protocols. Other police agencies Standard Operating 
Procedures (SOP); (Miami Police Department, Miami-Dade Police Department SOPs, Los Angeles County 
Sheriff’s Office Field Directive (OFD) 86-037 Canine Deployment, Search and Force Policy), were reviewed 
for this assessment and are consistent with this utilization. 

Cpl. Meurer and K9 Ranger conducted a proper track/search for a potentially armed subject in an 
apartment complex. The track/search took less than four (4) minutes after arriving. Due to the concealed 
hiding location, K9 Ranger engaged Mr. Bradley before Cpl. Muerer determined he was there. The dog’s 
contact with Mr. Bradley was a result of Mr. Bradley’s hiding location and the manner that he was 
positioned. Had K9 Ranger been able to enter at the opposite end of the bushes, as he attempted to do, 
the first contact would have been at Mr. Bradley’s shoes. 

The Canine Team search was effective due to the prolonged foot pursuit by the uniform officers, and other 
responding officers establishing a quality perimeter. The Canine Team arrived and within four (4) minutes 
had located and apprehended Mr. Bradley. 

The SOPs of other police agencies were reviewed for comparison (Miami Police Department, Miami-Dade 
Police Department SOPs and Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Office Field Directive (OFD) 86-037 and were 
found to be consistent with the apprehension Mr. Bradley.  

In addition, the GPD Canine team provided a training session to the review team in order to observe the 
command and control that each team has with their canine, their capabilities in tracking/searches and 
how to utilize the breaker bar. Lieutenant Jim Hurst advised during his review of Cpl. Meurer’s (Cpl. 
Meurer’s BWC) search that K9 Ranger was wearing an e-collar. The e-collar was not utilized until after the 
apprehension and release of Mr. Bradley while K9 Ranger was no longer engaged. 
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Cpl. Meurer’s supervisor was notified of the bite and injury and a Response to Resistance Report (Use of 
Force Report) was prepared. 

The care given Mr. Bradley was empathetic and supportive. The nature of the injury required for Mr. 
Bradley to remain calm while waiting for EMS and transportation to the Trauma Unit. The officers guided 
him to the curb and had him rest his head against their knees for support.  An officer brought him water 
to drink. They expedited EMS and cleared the parking area for them to arrive and get close to Mr. Bradley. 
The first EMS team to arrive parked the fire truck in a manner to allow the Fire-Rescue truck direct access 
to Mr. Bradley. The GPD and EMS treatment at the scene, and in the Fire-Rescue truck drive to the hospital 
were professional, well within the law enforcement industry standards, and fully in compliance with GPD 
policy and protocols.  

Mr. Bradley made the choice to conceal himself from the officers and he could have prevented any contact 
with K9 Ranger by allowing the officers to know where he was hiding. Mr. Bradley made the decision to 
flee at 22:42 and was not apprehended by K9 Ranger until 23:27. There were 45 minutes he had the 
opportunity to surrender, although Mr. Bradley chose not to surrender and caused the search. 

Cpl. Meurer and K9 Ranger have been in the Canine Unit since 2017 and are FDLE Patrol Certified through 
10/31/22. In 2021, they successfully accomplished 29 apprehensions with two bites. In 2022 Jan-June they 
have three apprehensions with one bite.  The two-year bite ratio is 10.7% which is well within reasonable 
bite ratios of other canine units.  

Cpl. Meurer and K9 Ranger are an experienced and effective Canine Team that work well within the law 
enforcement industry standards and fully in compliance with GPD policy and protocols. The SOP’s of other 
police agencies were reviewed for comparison and are consistent with this operation; the departments 
include (Miami Police Department, Miami-Dade Police Department SOPs and Los Angeles County Sheriff’s 
Office Field Directive (OFD) 86-037.  

The traffic stop, response to resistance, search and use of Police K9 for search, resulting in the 
apprehension of Mr. Bradley, was in compliance with Gainesville Police Department policy and 
protocols and within the law enforcement industry standards for the use of Police K9 in this situation.  
GPD policy, training, and use of the Police K9 align with standards and policy from major police 
departments around the country including Miami-Dade Police Department, Miami Police Department, 
and Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Office.  

It should be noted that once the K9 apprehension occurred and prior to Mr. Bradley being fully secured, 
medical assistance was requested.  Upon securing Mr. Bradley, care and compassion was exercised by 
GPD personnel on the scene until arrival of Fire Rescue personnel.  

Policy and Procedure Review and Recommendations: 

Review Gainesville Police Department General Order 1.5 “Response to Resistance”.  

A review was completed and there were no deficiencies noted.  
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Review the Gainesville Police Department’s Patrol Support Bureau Canine Unit Manual (Revised: 
November 2019), specifically Section 9G and Section 11 and identify any perceived deficiencies 

The review was completed. The following issues were noted:  

The manual was last revised in 2019.  

Recommendation: Review and update the manual in the below areas 

Section 2 C) 3) …adopting the standards set by F.D.L.E., the National Police Canine Association, or other 
recognized organizations.  

The annual certification is set by F.D.L.E.  It should be the only agency/organization listed. Currently it leads 
to confusion as to their patrol apprehension and release criteria, which are not in line with GPD K9 
utilization.  

There are multiple areas within the manual that refer to “Use of Force”, yet the current General Order 1.5 
and paperwork are now titled Response to Resistance. The “Use of Force should be replaced with Response 
to Resistance. 

Section 7 C) Issued Equipment 

The Breaker Bar has become part of the procedures for Canine officers to remove their dogs from a bite. 
The tool should be listed, and the proper utilization procedures included in the manual. 

The electronic collar has become part of the procedures Canine officers use for training and operations. 
The collar should be listed, and the proper utilization procedures included in the manual. (See Sources- 
How e-collars can improve K-9 training). 

Determine whether the Gainesville Police Department’s policies and procedures regarding responses 
to resistance, and use of Canine Officers in particular, meets law enforcement industry standards.  

A review was completed utilizing the F.D.L.E. certification requirements, the Miami and Miami-Dade Police 
SOPs, Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Office (LACSO) Field Directive (OFD) 86-037 and the United States Police 
Canine Association. The GPD policies and procedures meet the same standards. The GPD criteria for 
conducting a search are even more restrictive in some of the types of situations a Canine Team may be 
utilized.  

Other Recommendations: 

It is recommended that any Lieutenant responsible for the Canine Unit attend Canine training and 
seminars to build knowledge and contacts outside of GPD.  

The review found that the Canine Unit Supervisor reports to the Lieutenant Support Patrol Bureau. The 
current lieutenant did attend a 40-hour Canine management course. He does not have any canine 
experience or additional canine training. This creates an environment where the Canine supervisor does 
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not receive any qualified managerial input and questions on canine issues. This recommendation will 
facilitate more in-depth discussions on the units training and operations. 

It is recommended that Tactical Officers train to be the backup officers with Canine Officers to build a 
more effective and safer team to search for armed subjects. 

Currently, the Canine Teams utilize uniform officers to back them up on tracks/searches, and specifically 
for armed subjects as in the case of Mr. Bradley. As observed on the BWCs for the Bradley incident, the 
officer receives a short briefing on the scene before following at a distance without any specific tactical 
position. This is not as safe or effective as it could be. Most departments currently utilize their tactical 
teams who then train with the Canine Teams (typically two tactical officers, one to cover each flank) 
function in a coordinated movement. The tactical training, plus greater discipline and more accuracy in 
firearms, will greatly increase the safety of the Canine Team. As the Tactical Officers become more 
familiar in what way the canine tracks/searches, the team will become more effective in locating and 
controlling wanted subjects.  

It is recommended that the Sworn Complaint Form be reviewed, and perhaps amended, to reflect the 
proper driving violation (it indicates running a stop sign). It conflicts with the narrative in the incident 
report and the violation that occurred.  
 

Personnel Interviewed: 

Chief Lonnie Scott 

Chief Inspector Jaime Kurnick 

Captain Anthony Ferrara  Patrol Support Bureau Commander 

Captain Victoria Young   Operations Commander 

Lieutenant Marc Plourde  Patrol Support Bureau 

Lieutenant Ariel Lugo  Patrol Commander of incident 

Sergeant Charles Owens Canine Unit Supervisor 

Sergeant Brett Kikendall  Patrol Supervisor of incident 

Personnel Not Interviewed:  Interviews were not conducted with the following personnel due to an 
Internal Affairs open investigation of the incident. Participation of those personnel not interviewed was 
assessed through interviews with personnel noted above, reviewing written reports, photographs and 
video (BWC). 

Cpl. Meurer 

Officer Marshall 
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Officer Theopin 

Officer Ripley 

Officer Milman 

Mr. Bradley (witness in an open and ongoing Internal Affairs investigation) 

Note- For a time differential reference point; Cpl. Meurer’s BWC was approximately 3-4 seconds behind 
the time of Officer Marshall’s BWC. 

Sources and References: 

Miami Police Department Standard Operating Procedures/ Field Operations Division/ K9 Unit 

Miami-Dade Police Department/ Special Patrol Bureau Standard Operating Procedures/ Section 13 Canine 
Unit 

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Office (LACSO) Field Directive (OFD) 86-037 Canine Deployment, Search and 
Force Policy 

Guidance on Policies and Practices for Patrol Canines May 2020/ Police Executive Research Forum 

National Police Canine Association Policy and Procedures Manual 2014 

United States Police Canine Association General Rules and Definitions Governing Certification Patrol Dog 
I 2022 

Number of US Police Officers Up by 59% in 2021-FBI Director Wray 4/25/22   
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-61218611  
 
Shootings of police officers up 19% July 1, 2022 over 2021 
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/shooting-officers-19-nation-according-police-advocacy-
group-rcna36356  
 
How e-collars can improve K-9 training 
https://www.police1.com/police-products/k9/articles/how-e-collars-can-improve-k-9-training-
tQxVZlnXH2hTYqQo/ 
 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-61218611
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/shooting-officers-19-nation-according-police-advocacy-group-rcna36356
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